
Prima Via: 
The Argument of the Unmoved 
Mover (Unchanged Cause of 
Change)

In the world, we can see that at least some things are changing [from potentiality to actuality]. 
Whatever is changing is being changed by something else. If that by which it is changing is itself 
changed, then it too is being changed by something else. But this [concurrent] chain cannot be 
infinitely long, so there must be something that causes change without itself changing. This everyone 
understands to be God.

Secunda Via: 
The Argument of the 
First Cause
(the Uncaused Cause)

In the world, we can see that all beings rely on causes for their existence. These causes themselves 
must have their own causes. But this series of causes cannot be an infinitely long [concurrent] chain, 
so, there must be a cause which is not itself caused by anything further. This everyone understands to 
be God.

Tertia Via: 
The Argument from
Contingency
(the Necessarily Existing Being)

Contingent beings [beings that might not exist] imply the existence of a necessary being [a being that 
cannot not exist]. This everyone understands to be God.

Quarta Via: 
The Argument from 
Degree

The graduated perfections of being (transcendentals: existence, unity, truth, beauty, goodness) actually 
existing in the universe can be understood only by their participating in the perfections of a Perfect 
Being. This perfect Being is God.

Quinta Via: 
Argument from 
Final Cause or Ends

We see various non-intelligent objects in the world behaving in regular ways [acting for an end]. This 
cannot be due to chance since then they would not behave with predictable results. So their behaviour 
must be set. But it cannot be set by themselves since they are non-intelligent and have no notion of 
how to set behaviour. Therefore, their behaviour must be set by something else, and by implication 
something that must be intelligent. This everyone understands to be God.


